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NavBlue Update 

 
Late yesterday, AFA was made aware of an issue with carry-in credit values related to the pilot bid 

awards and the need for the pilots to un-publish their current bid award to correct the issue.  

Contractually, flight attendants and pilots use different formulas to calculate carry-in credit values for 

line-building purposes. For this reason, the miscalculated values for the pilots do not impact Flight 

Attendants. Flight attendant carry-in credit values are correct.  

But, in order to correct the carry-in credits for pilots and re-build the pilot awards, Crew Planning 

had to update some data files in NAVBLUE that are used by both pilots and flight attendants. 

Updating these files means that both the pilot and flight attendant bids had to be un-published. The 

end result of this means you will no longer have access to your Preliminary Bid Award or your 

Reasons Report for the FEB21 bid in NAVBLUE. You will likely still be able to see your OFF days and 

any pre-awards in NAVBLUE, but the pairings you were awarded for FEB21 will be missing.   

AFA preserved all data from the Preliminary Award, prior to its removal in NAVBLUE. And all 

necessary data for flight attendants was moved into eCrew/AIMS prior to SAP, which allowed us to 

open SAP on time yesterday evening at 18:00.  

The re-run on the pilot side will not change your Preliminary Award. Lineholders and reserves will 

still be able to view their schedules via the Preliminary Bid Award email. Currently, lineholders can 

also view their schedules in eCrew via SAP. Once SAP closes on the 14th at 18:00, you will not have 

access to see your schedule until Final Bid Awards are posted. Final Bid Awards are required to be 

posted no later than the 16th at 17:00.  

If you need a copy of your Reasons Report from the FEB21 bid award, please email the Joint PBS 

Committee at qxfa.joint.pbs.committee@horizonair.com with this request and we will be happy to 

send it to you. Please feel free to reach out to AFA leadership and/or the Joint PBS Committee if you 

have any questions.  

In Solidarity, 

Claire Michaels 
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